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Collaboration offers huge potential
for synergies
Dear readers,
This issue of MOTOREX magazine contains an
article on our collaboration with YAMAHA in
top-level motor racing.
We aim to use our position in the premium
off-road market to establish ourselves in the top
segment of the on-road market. Our collaboration with KTM in the 125 and 250 cc classes
of the MotoGP and with YAMAHA in the
Supersport World Championship are an excellent springboard for doing so. This is a forwardlooking commitment, since it already goes
much further than simple sponsorship of motor
racing. We are therefore also working closely
with the manufacturers’ dealer organizations on
the marketing side. Thus MOTOREX products
– which are only available from specialist outlets – will bring in extra customers for dealers.
These collaborations create synergies that
benefit the development of new products and
further development of existing products. Our
relationship with YAMAHA gives us access to
the most modern engine test beds in Europe,
where we can see how development products
match up to real-life conditions and where
further optimization is needed.
We will leverage the image associations with
road racing in the long term to create a marketing platform for existing and forthcoming products, thereby giving you a chance to achieve
sustainable success.
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What’s new New products, new formulations and a new look:MOTOREX’s range of sprays
has a lot to offer! But it’s still the benefits of these
practical “tools in a can”that set them apart.

is MOTOREX. + 41 (0)62 919 75 75, www.motorex.com
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MOTOREX FOCUS 4:
A motor oil for all seven leading
truck makes
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MOTO LINE
Caring for motorbikes
with the new BIKE CARE KIT
PAGE 11

Highlight Did you know that every sixth
motorbike in Germany is a YAMAHA? Since the
beginning of this year YAMAHA Germany has been
using MOTOREX products in motor racing.
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Today around 90% of
all threads in the prestigious medical technology industry are produced by whirling, and
this modern threadcutting technology has
also established itself
in many other sectors.
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MOTOREX at 2006 trade fairs

MOTOR OIL

Yours sincerely,

on going when others stop. And no matter where you want to go, the oil to get you there

For DI engines:
PROFILE G-DI SAE 10W/30

MOTOREX’s new sprays –
not just a ‘canned’ solution

I hope you will enjoy this latest issue and wish
everyone a successful new season!

Records are there to be broken. The only way to do the impossible is to keep

What “Motor Cycle Industry”
says about the motor oil
MOTOREX KTM RACING 4T
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News

News
Successful lead-in
to the Geneva Motor Show
The traditional lead-in to the new automotive year, the 76th international Geneva
Motor Show, was keenly awaited by exhibitors and, in particular, car manufacturers. After last year’s declining sales figures
in Switzerland (- 3%) and around the world,
the many innovations on display raised
spirits in Geneva. What’s more total admissions were 674’000 – not a visitor record
but a large number of intersted people!

Singapore: “Swiss-made” MOTO LINE sells well
Consumer quality awareness is very high
in the superstate of Singapore – Italian
motorcycles such as Ducati are imports of
preference, for example, and races are run
with purebred motocross bikes such as
KTM and Husquarna. Of course there is
also a lot of Asian bikes.
Sporting Motors has been working with
MOTOREX for many years and successfully markets the entire MOTO LINE
range throughout the republic, which is

just 626 km2 in size and consists of one
main island and 58 smaller islands. The
high-quality motor oils are especially
popular with Joseph Lee’s (pictured) customers in the world-famous city-state.

One of the highlights was Automobil Revue
magazine’s centenary celebrations, which
included a selection of automotive goodies
from the past 100 years. BUCHER
MOTOREX and MOTOREX-TOPTECH
impressed visitors too with their many
highlights from the worlds of lubrication
engineering and garage installations.

True connoisseurs in Singapore prize
MOTOREX products for their “made in
Switzerland” label and racing successes.
“Sell the best and your customers will be
happy too”, is how Jo Lee of Sporting
Motors sums it all up.

MOTOREX e-cards and facts
Fans can also bring top images
from the world’s circuits right
into their homes or workshops
thanks to our other posters from
the current race season. The
posters can be ordered from our
website or obtained from your
MOTOREX partner.
As an added bonus, the backs of
the posters give lots of valuable
extra information such as tables
of race dates – the MOTOREX Race
Calendar 2006 – plus lists of teams, riders
and, at the end of the season, those allimportant final results. What more could
fans of MOTOREX’s sporting activities
wish for?

“MOTOREX on the way to the top
of the oils & lubes market”
Editorial articles in trade journals give factual accounts of the latest news in a particular sector. One such periodical is the
US monthly “Motorcycle Industry”
magazine, which has a large readership throughout the United
States. In a recent edition with
a special feature on “Oils &
Lubes”, the magazine
displayed great interest in
lubricants “made by
MOTOREX in Switzerland”. It seems that
MOTOREX’s drumshaped elevator captured
the journalists’ imaginations,
since a photo of it was even
published by the magazine’s table

New look for the PADDOCK REPORT
The PADDOCK REPORT published as
a supplement to MOTOREX magazine
has a new look: it will no longer appear as
a booklet, but as a poster (to be found in
the middle of this issue). What’s more, the
“sports section” of MOTOREX’s website
is being comprehensively upgraded.

of contents as an example of original corporate communications!
KTM RACING 4T endorsement
The magazine was also extremely interested in MOTOREX’s collaboration with
KTM. KTM’s series-production bikes are
factory filled with MOTOREX’s CROSS
POWER 4T SAE 10W/50 high-performance motor oil, the basis on which the
uncompromising KTM RACING 4T
SAE 20W/60 race oil was developed.
KTM RACING 4T is used by all KTM
factory teams in such prestigious events as
the Dakar Rally, and the endorsement is
earning MOTOREX considerable attention in the specialist media.
As one of our importers and distributors, help MOTOREX and its
products to achieve their richly
deserved place at the “top of
the oils & lubes market” –
to use the magazine’s words
– by forging and
maintaining
good relations
with trade
media. You can
obtain graphics
and product descriptions from
your contact at
MOTOREX in
Switzerland.

For DI engines:
PROFILE G-DI
SAE 10W/30
Gasoline direct injection (GDI) produces
a measurable reduction
in fuel consumption
by enabling engines to run on a very lean fuel/
air mixture in the part load range.
However, the official service specifications
issued by manufacturers such as Mitsubishi
specify a motor oil developed specially for
GDI engines.
With its new PROFILE G-DI SAE 10W/30,
MOTOREX now offers a motor oil developed
specifically for sophisticated GDI technology
and to prevent undesirable deposits on the
inlet valves.
This synthetic performance lubricant also
helps to ensure that GDI technology is used
to maximum benefit and its outstanding properties make it a sure-fire winner. Ask your
MOTOREX partner now about the further
advantages of PROFILE G-DI!

MOTOREX at trade fairs in soccer world championship year
Once again the BUCHER MOTOREX
Group will be represented at this year’s
most important European trade fairs.

We hope everyone has another exciting
season and wish the very best of luck to all
the teams and riders who will be competing
for MOTOREX this year. We’ll be keeping
our fingers crossed for you all!

Alongside the promotion
of its latest products,
MOTOREX makes
personal contact a
priority at all the
fairs it attends.

And there’s sure to be a surprise or two in
store for you this year as well.
See you at the MOTOREX stand!
Trade fair
Geneva Motor Show
Siams, Moutier
Suissetransport, Berne
Eurobike, Friedrichshafen
Intermot, Cologne
Prodex, Basel

Sector
Cars/workshop technology
Industry/automation
Trucks/cars/workshop technology
Bicycles
Motorcycles/scooters
Industry/automation

Date
March 2 – 12, 2006
May 9 – 13, 2006
June 14 – 18, 2006
Aug. 31 – Sept. 3, 2006
Oct. 11 – 15, 2006
Nov. 14 – 18, 2006

See all the latest news at: www.motorex.com
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Fourteen high-quality sprays in a new

TOOLGUARD

COPPER

design brighten up the mechanic’s

Gives lasting protection to all metal
surfaces such as tools and machinery in
the form of a thin, dry nonslip film.
Highly economical. 500 ml

Efficiently prevents seizing of parts under
high thermal stress, such as exhaust screws,
brake pads etc. Noise reducing, oxidation
and corrosion resistant, salt water resistant.
400 ml

day – and five new additions to the
MOTOREX spray line are on the way.

PROWELD
Prevents adhesion and melting from
troublesome weld splash. Cleans and protects welding equipment. Silicone free.
400 ml

SPRAYS: not just a ‘canned’ solution
JOKER 440 SYNTHETIC, ANTIRUST, GREASE SPRAY, SILICONE,
TEFLON® and all the other sprays
from the MOTOREX HI-TECH range
are known throughout the world as highquality products. Although developed for
daily professional use in workshops, these
versatile tools are proving immensely
popular and valuable in household, garden
and hobby applications.

Extremely practical: the nozzle extension
included with the spray guarantees
absolute accuracy – not a drop is lost!

The ball valve integrated in the spray
nozzle guarantees perfect spraying even
when the can is inverted.
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Modern sprays
as problem solvers
MOTOREX has more than 30 years’ experience of manufacturing aerosols and
pump-action sprays. Sprays are an essential
part of today’s toolkit in many sectors.
MOTOREX was an early pioneer of
FCHC-free propellants, and its brilliant
ball valve keeps the spray working even
when inverted. This makes it easy to get
to places that were once hard to reach.
Where appropriate, products are equipped
with an extended nozzle. This is particularly useful for precision re-lubing of exposed lubrication points. The integrated
ball valve also means the spray cans
can be emptied completely. This is not
only an important point in favor of economy but also in favor of environmental
protection.

New products, new design

MOTOR START
OIL SPRAY

Technological innovation necessitates
advances in sprays as well. MOTOREX
is therefore launching five new sprays:
INTACT MX 50, GREASE SPRAY,
TEFLON®, PROTEX and TOOLGUARD.
At the same time all our sprays have been
redesigned and the descriptive pictograms
make it easy to match up the sprays to
their applications. Texts in several languages provide clear instructions, ensuring
successful use every time. The spray
tops are made of recycled PE granulate,
and the empty cans can be recycled as
scrap metal.

GREASE SPRAY

Essential for workshops, commercial or
domestic use and gardens. Lubricates all
moving parts. Cleans and dissolves stubborn dirt and rust, and provides lasting
protection against corrosion. Water repellent and dielectric. 100% synthetic.
500 ml, 200 ml

D E G R ADAB L E

Perfect for anything that needs to be lubricated, cleaned and protected against rust.
New fast biodegradable quality. 500 ml

SPRAY 2000

JOKER 440 SYNTHETIC

Ask your MOTOREX distributor
for the new spray brochure.

Fully synthetic colorless all-purpose lubricant. Extremely resistant to pressure, shock
and adhesive. Waterproof and extremely
temperature stable in the range of - 30° C
to + 200° C. Silicone free. 500 ml, 200 ml

High-quality high-viscosity grease spray.
For reliable lubrication and protection.
Protects against corrosion and wear.
500 ml

TEFLON®
White Teflon® solid lubricant in spray
form. An all-purpose lubricant and release
agent with no oily residues. Antistatic
(won’t attract dust). Guaranteed long-lasting lubrication. Heat resistant to + 265 ° C.
200 ml

Reliable, highly effective starting aid for
petrol and diesel engines. With special
friction-reducing lubricant agents. 500 ml

ACCU PROTECT
Lasting protection for battery terminals
and all electrical connections. Long-term
prevention of corrosion and connector
resistance. 200 ml

PROTEX
Highly effective and lasting protection
against moisture and oil. Effectively
impregnates textiles, leather and other
fabrics. For professional and domestic use.
500 ml

Multilingual product descriptions ensure
successful use. Always shake sprays well
before use!

MOTOREX INTACT MX 50 in laboratory test
The significant differences between universal lubricants can be clearly seen in the water emulsion
test.The lubricant and water in the left picture (X) are clearly separate.
After shaking,the conventional lubricant forms an emulsion (mixture) with the water (Y) and no
longer separates out even after standing for a protracted period.By contrast,MOTOREX INTACT MX 50
effectively repels the water and immediately separates out again.

A. Conventional lubricant

B. MOTOREX INTACT MX 50

SILICONE
High-quality protection and lubricant
for plastic, rubber and metal parts. Strongly
water repellent, insulating and inhibits
oxidation. 500 ml

INTACT MX 50

ANTIRUST

A fully-synthetic lubricant developed
specially for professional use in industry.
Cleans, lubricates and protects metal surfaces. Highly economical. 500 ml

Newly formulated “screw loosener” with
extreme penetrant properties. Effectively
dissolves rust, repels water, lubricates and
inhibits corrosion. 500 ml

X

Y
Before test

X
After test

Y
Before test

After test
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Moto Line

Photo: IVECO

Motor Oil

According to a leading international
motorbike magazine, the two things
bike enthusiasts of both genders
enjoy most are riding their machines
and looking after them.

Photo: Mercedes-Benz

The new 7-star class: MOTOREX FOCUS 4

Particle filters trap well over 95% of particles less than 10 micrometers in diameter

Photo: IVECO

(PM 10 particles).

MOTOREX FOCUS 4 was tested by leading
truck manufacturers and approved to the
latest specifications.
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Thanks to its combination of low-ash additives and sulfur-free base oils, the
new MOTOREX FOCUS 4 motor oil is ideal for use in the low-emission Euro 4
and 5 diesel engines produced by the leading vehicle manufacturers.
The Euro 4 and 5 exhaust emissions standards place increased demands on motor
oils. Diesel engines that meet these standards need LowSAPS – low sulfate ash,
phosphorus and sulfur – lubricants that
protect engines against deposits and ensure that exhaust aftertreatment systems
retain a high level of long-term efficiency.
This means that the motor oil developers
at MOTOREX have had to drastically
reduce SAPS additives content. Unfortunately, though, these are precisely the ingredients that gave oils their lubricating,
anti-wear properties and kept engines
clean. Just mixing less of these valuable
additives into the oil was therefore not the
answer, because they also play a role in
extending oil change intervals and thus in
improving economy.
These new requirements prompted the
development of a completely new additives
technology which ensures a reduction in
SAPS components at no detriment to oil
change intervals or the efficiency of lubrication. MOTOREX’s innovative Low-

SAPS technology – a case of innovation
born of compulsion – was incorporated
into the company’s pathbreaking FOCUS
4 SAE 10W/40 motor oil.

The advantages of
MOTOREX FOCUS 4:
• Already meets E6 and E7, the latest ACEA
specifications for heavy-duty diesel engines
• Suitable for engines with or without particle
filters thanks to very low sulfate ash content
• Can also be used in Euro 3 and older engines
(in compliance with manufacturers’specifications)
• Extends the life of diesel particle filters and
oxidation catalysts, enabling commercial
vehicles to deliver maximum performance
for longer
• Increased oil change intervals (in compliance with manufacturers’specifications)
• Outstanding wear protection, giving longer
engine life
• Minimal oil consumption thanks to low
evaporation loss (NOACK)
• Synthetic performance motor oil with
LowSAPS technology

Care in a box: BIKE CARE KIT
MOTOREX’s new BIKE CARE KIT comprises a 1-liter pump-action spray pack of
the highly effective, rapidly biodegradable
MOTO CLEAN 900 motorbike cleaner
and a 500 ml aerosol spray of PROTECT
& SHINE 645. And the box doubles up as
a bucket! The handy sponge and absorbent
cotton rag included in the kit ensure that
the bike-care ritual is a success every time.

Cleaning with MOTO CLEAN 900
Dried-on insects, aggressive brake dust,
and other hard-to-clean dirt on motorcycles trigger an as-yet unexplained but
nonetheless real cleaning mania in most
bikers. When this happens, bikers of both
sexes dream of a miracle cleaner that will
transform their road-weary bike into a
shining new machine in a single step.
MOTOREX fulfils this desire with its
tried-and-trusted MOTO CLEAN 900
motorcycle cleaner.
MOTO CLEAN 900
• can be used on the entire motorcycle
• is acid-free and non-corrosive
• is highly effective
• can be diluted up to 1:3 with water
depending on how dirty the bike is
• biodegrades quickly

Use the drying cloth to dry any
areas from which the water
does not bead off by itself.

Cleaning and protecting your bike
with PROTECT & SHINE 645
To obtain long-lasting shine after cleaning with MOTO CLEAN 900, use
PROTECT & SHINE 645, which is
available in 500 ml spray cans and is recommended by various motorcycle manufacturers. Sensitive surfaces, such as semigloss painted surfaces, often lose their
original luster after cleaning. Protecting
them with MOTOREX PROTECT &
SHINE 645 restores them to like-new
conditions.
It gives surfaces
• a mirror-like shine
• long-lasting corrosion protection
• antistatic properties to prevent dust
and particles from building up

From top to bottom: Spray on MOTO CLEAN
900 using the pump-action dispenser, leave
for 5 minutes and then rinse.

Polished aluminum surfaces and chrome
parts at high risk of corrosion enjoy reliable total protection even for lengthy periods, such as during winter storage. And
once the bike has been cleaned, the entire
kit packs neatly into its bucket. A solution
to remember, the next time you are faced
with a dirty bike!
MOTOREX PROTECT & SHINE 645 brings back

Please observe the instructions for all
products, or ask you MOTOREX dealer.

the shine and provides maximum protection
for important parts.
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Export

Highlight

Dieter Schuller

SCHUMOTO occupies a special

From left: Ronald Kabella (Head of

position in the motorcycle business

Exports BUCHER AG LANGENTHAL),

in Austria – for over 25 years the

Jost-Jens Schaper (Motorsports coordi-

company has been campaigning

nator YAMAHA MOTOR GERMANY)

for top quality spare parts.

and Christian Boe (Managing Director
YAMAHA MOTOR GERMANY) and
Edi Fischer (Director of Sales and Marketing BUCHER AG LANGENTHAL).

Engineer Dieter Schuller founded Linzbased SCHUMOTO GesmbH in 1978,
not long before the big motorcycle boom
hit. His decision was prompted by the fact
that motorcycle spare parts for retail sale
were available exclusively from motorcycle
manufacturers. Dieter Schuller became an
independent wholesaler – and so a business
idea was born! With the experience of
working in his parents’ bicycle and motorcycle business for 9 years under his belt,
he knew exactly what was needed.

High availability and streamlined
administration
11,000 items for all popular Japanese and
many Italian motorcycles, scooters and
mopeds are now in stock in a 1,900 m2
warehouse with 542 palette spaces. The
workforce grew continuously, 26 people
now work for the largest independent
motorcycle parts supplier in Austria.
During the high season, roughly 600
deliveries a day leave the modern warehouse. Availability is an enormous 98%!

High availability can only be guaranteed
with a modern infrastructure and an automated reorder process.

The sales team and field force: P. Perchtaler
(Purchasing), H. Locker (Sales Region South
& West), G. Hansl (Sales Region Central Austria), H. Frey (Sales Manager), R. Lebinger
(Sales Region North & East), Dieter Schuller.
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Motorcycle connoisseurs
and specialists
By building up close links with specialist
OEM spare parts manufacturers, Dieter
Schuller was able to start importing for his
own account. With attractive conditions,
top quality and high availability, his activities soon met with great interest, especially
from retailers and repair shops not tied to
a specific brand. The entrepreneur’s original intention was to do good business with
little effort. The business got off to a good
start on the back of reasonable purchase
prices with sufficient scope for attractive
margins. Today, SCHUMOTO supplies
some 700 specialist motorcycle and
moped dealers and repair shops throughout Austria. “The only thing I underestimated was the effort required”, confesses
Dieter Schuller, raising his eyebrows in a
knowing smile.

The Austrian market could hardly be
better served. Three sales agents pay regular visits to SCHUMOTO customers,
who can make their selections from a
broad range of well-known OEM products. SCHUMOTO has always attached
great importance to quality, so sales of
MOTOREX lubrication and care products
have made a key contribution to the
SCHUMOTO success story since 1994.

Strong market position
and expertise
In export markets, even a well-known
brand offering high-quality products can
only build on its success if it works with
an active importer with the right sales
channels. In SCHUMOTO, MOTOREX
has a highly professional partner whose
reputation extends far beyond the Austrian
border. www.schumoto.at

Motorsports connections: YAMAHA Germany
The Japanese motorcycle manufacturer
first became aware of the strengths
and potential of MOTOREX through
the Swiss lubrication company’s successful collaboration with KTM.
YAMAHA has been extremely successful in racing for many years, and its
prowess in road racing makes it the ideal
partner for experience sharing in this
discipline and the perfect complement
to KTM’s off-road expertise.Thus, as
of the beginning of this year,
MOTOREX has been the official lubricant partner for the motorsports arm of
YAMAHA Germany.

Lining up together
for the YAMAHA R6 Cup 2006
The YAMAHA R6 Cup has been taking
place for 28 years as reliably as a
YAMAHA itself. This year again, up to
50 young riders will be putting their skills
and abilities to the test, each hoping to
be talent-spotted by an international racing team. Eight qualifying rounds take
place as part of the International German
Championship (IDM) and the Endurance
World Championship in Oschersleben,
Germany. To ensure a level playing field,
the riders compete on identical machines:
a 2006 YAMAHA YZF-R6, Dunlop
tires, and MOTOREX POWER SYNT
SAE 10W/60 motor oil in the engine.

Racing the ideal test bed
Nowhere are materials subjected to more
extreme conditions than in racing. This is
why the official YAMAHA factory team has
opted for MOTOREX in the Supersport
World Championship. In the 2006 season
the Australian riders Kevin Curtain and
Broc Parkes will be competing for the
World Championship title in YAMAHA
red and white on the company’s new YZFR6. And MOTOREX has developed special lubricants that further enhance the stability and performance of the YZF-R6’s
engine to help them in their bids. The test
bed trials yielded highly satisfactory results
which were subsequently corroborated in
real-life testing on Phillip Island, Australia.
In addition to its strong off-road presence,
MOTOREX will now also be highly
visible on the racing circuits of the world.
The brand is already well known in the
MotoGP and the American AMA Superbike, and the new collaboration well establish it in the international German championship and Superbike Supersport World
Championship.
YAMAHA will naturally be equipping
all the workshops at its German headquarters in Neuss with MOTOREX products
so that dealers are made aware of the collaboration.

YAMAHA has been building motorcycles,
musical instruments (hence the crossed tuning forks in the logo), and many other technically sophisticated products since 1954.

Photo: YAMAHA

SCHUMOTO: Motorcycle connoisseurs and specialists

Australians Kevin Curtain (photo) and Broc
Parkes will be competing as factory team
riders in the R6 Cup using the racing version

And they’re off!

of the new YAMAHA YZF-R6.
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High process reliability at decreasing

esting information on the tools used at
www.schwanog.com.

cost? A case for thread whirling
rather than milling. We provide the

Away with swarf and down
with unit production times

recipe for success.

With today’s manufacturing technology,
efficient metalworking is only possible
with fluids that are perfectly matched to
the machining process.

Photos: Schwanog

Thread whirling makes the difference

The Schwanog whirling tool is set up in front
of the workpiece and turns at high speed.
The spindle and workpiece turn at a lower
speed in the same direction.

That being said, thread whirling stainless
steel or titanium components places
tough demands on the whirling tool and
the cutting oil. Today around 90% of all
threads in the prestigious dental and
medical technology industry are produced by whirling, and this modern
thread-cutting technology has also established itself in other industrial sectors
such as precision turning and watch-making. But let’s stay with the machining of
materials that are difficult to work, such
as the INOX 1.4441 implant shown. In
conjunction with the part manufacturer
Stuckenbrock Medizintechnik GmbH of
Tuttlingen, Germany, MOTOREX
tested the use of its high-performance
ORTHO NF-X cutting oil.

Schwanog® special carbide tools
Modern whirling tools incorporate a
wealth of expertise accumulated over the
years. The application technology, complex alloys and hardening processes
applied to the tool cutting edges all play
their part in whirling’s success.
Thread whirling starts. The thread is machined by the rotating motion of the C axis
and the longitudinal motion of the Z axis,
where only one cutting edge of the whirling
spindle is in use at any time.
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The sophisticated WEP profile cutter
changing system marketed by Schwanog®,
Siegfried Güntert GmbH of VillingenSchwenningen, Germany provides such
advantages as:

1. High cost-efficiency thanks
to rapid insert changing
2. Significant increase in tool life
3. Reduced costs from not having
to rework
The Schwanog® WEP system offers the
great advantage of working with exchangeable inserts. This not only provides
the maximum precision required, but also
significantly reduces tool changing costs
at that same time.

The external thread of the part shown can
be whirled to its final dimensions in a
single pass without the need for reworking. The entire thread depth is produced
in just one work step! The demand for
high-quality surgical implants continues
to rise rapidly, yet prices are only moving
slightly sideways. This means that production has to become even more precise
and cost-effective. This can only be
achieved through the use of more precise
technologies and by reducing unit production times. You will find further inter-

Hence machine operators prefer to work
at a speed where they can be certain that
no problems will arise in series production. Process reliability is undoubtedly
essential, but with today’s technology,
unutilized reductions in unit production
times have a huge impact. The Stuckenbrock company therefore machined
the implant shown using MOTOREX
ORTHO NF-X, and all attention was
focused on the whirling stage.
With its superior high-pressure properties
coupled with its flushing and cooling performance, this cutting oil was impressive
right from the start. Its high-tolerance
lubricating film and total stability over an
extremely wide temperature range also
make it ideal for high cutting rates. The
measurable reduction in unit production
times in the test series runs was achieved
with no loss of dimensional stability or
surface quality.

tools, materials and machining fluid. It
is a well-known fact that higher manufacturing speeds result in higher temperatures, and this is something that
MOTOREX’s vmax technology specifically exploits. A clearly defined high temperature when the machining process is
running at maximum speed is capable
of triggering desirable chemical synergy
effects and thus of facilitating an exponential increase in performance at the
crucial moment.

The defined thread length has almost been
reached. The Schwanog whirling spindle
retracts, first radially and then axially. The

Greater process reliability,
lower production times

whirling process has ended.

However, the benefits extend far beyond
reduced unit production times. The effective cooling and lubrication also increased
process reliability, resulting in an significant associated decrease in the number
of machine downtimes. This is a convincing argument, especially for night and
unmanned shifts.
No matter whether whirling is already
being used or due to be introduced, the
tools used and the cutting oil in particular
have a decisive impact on the desired
outcome.

Greater precision and reliability
with MOTOREX vmax technology
To make it to the top of the cost-efficiency league, companies need to utilize the
full potential of their machining centers,
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Lube service for a mobile library in Guatemala
Cool ideas

Max Umiker, a successful garage owner from Muttenz, Switzerland has
always had a fondness for South America and a flair for direct, uncomplicated aid provision. He is chairman of the “PROBIGUA-Switzerland”
(PROyecto BIbliotecas GUAtemala) association set up in 1992 by
Rigoberto Zamora Charuc in Antigua, Guatemala. The Swiss association has been active since 1998.

good reasons to use
MOTOREX SWISSCOOL 7788

The association promotes literacy in rural schools by supplying them
with such essentials as pencils and schoolbooks. Several
mini-libraries have also been set up in village schools.
villages without schools and other places where a permanent library is not possible receive regular visits from
school buses converted into mobile libraries.

Suitable for all materials.

These buses are serviced exclusively with lubricants from
MOTOREX, Max Umiker’s “house brand”. Because
the best choice for his customers in Switzerland is sure
to be ideal for Guatemala too!
Photos: M.Umiker

Do you know about...

Photo: DUAP

...DUAP’s leading diesel injection components?
High precision manufacturing is bread and butter at
all levels of DUAP’s EFI (Electronic Fuel Injection)
DIESELS operation. For example, production centers
around such highly sophisticated procedures as
internal and external grinding to tolerances of
2/10000 mm, EDM drilling of 0.1 mm-diameter
injection nozzle holes and extrusion honing –
all to enhance the quality of the company’s
DUATOP products.

At DUAP quality means precision drawings,
perfect functioning, longer life, lower fuel
consumption and much less pollution.
This applies to all the company’s products,
from its DUARAIL common rail systems to its
DUATOP range of injection nozzles, plungers
and barrels, etc.
Such high precision manufacturing demands
close collaboration with suppliers of cooling,
test, lubrication and control oils. This is why
DUAP opted for MOTOREX machining
fluids.

Absolutely low-foam, even at
extreme pressures, in all processing
types (done in one) and at all water
hardness levels.
Reduced costs thanks to measurably
higher tool and emulsion service
lives and ideal COD.
Extremely safe for skin because free
from boron, amines and formaldehyde.
Fulfils stringent EU Biocide Directive 98/8/EC
as well as all pertinent Japanese standards.
Low consumption due to reduced reconcentration
requirement of only 0.5 to 1.4%.
Optimum corrosion protection ensures problem-free
easy intermediate storage of workpieces.
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Try it now –
success guaranteed!

Photo: Mikron Agie Charmilles AG

Outstanding flushing performance, resulting
in optimum machine cleanliness.

Cool shirts for hot days!
RETRO-style MOTOREX T-Shirt
Snug-fitting, retro-style T-shirt made of 100% cotton with original 1950s MOTOREX Logo. Edges and seams in contrasting color. Available in sizes S – XXL.
T-Shirt yellow: Article no.7.20B + size / T-Shirt black: Article no.7.20A + size
For your order, please use the card in the center of this magazine. Please ask your MOTOREX importer about the availability, price and delivery time
of the above articles. Thank you.

